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Parallel accessible domains and domains that
are convex in some direction
.
.
Abstract: We show tbat univalent functions f of tbe unit disk 10 that have a range whicb is
convex in some direction have an equivalent analytic representation of tbe form

Iargei (1- xz)(1- yz)f'(z)f < ~
0

x,

for some a E m., and y E 810. This questionbad been examined by Robertson ([11]- {12]),
Hengartner and Schober ([2] - [3]) and. others, and the. above characterization had been mentioned by Pommerenke in [8] witbout proof, and finally establisbed by Royster and Ziegler [13].
Rather than using geometric properties of level curves our approach uses an appro.ximation
of tbe domain by Schwarz-Christoffel.mappings. Note tbat x and y may be equal; we give a
geometric equivalent for that special case, i. e. for the condition

Finally we examine the geometric equivalents of the analytic conditions where in the above
inequalities .the right band side is replaced by ß~ for some ß E [0, 1].
To. get our results we use a method that was developed in [7] wbich may be regarded as a
general reference.

1.

Introduction

We consider functions that are analytic in the unit disk ID:= {z E Cllzl < 1}. A function
is called univalent if it is one-to-one. The Riemann mapping theorem guarantees ~he
existence of a univalent map f : ID -+ F foi each simply connected plane domain
F # C. Moreover f with given f(O) is uniquely determined except of the compo~ition
with rotations z .-.+ eiaz of ID.
If we speak about convergence of a sequence (fn) of analytic functions, we mean
locally uniform convergence and write fn-+ f. The family A of analytic functions oflD
together with this topology is a Frechet space, i. e. a locally convex complete metrizable
linear space.
A sequence of univalent functions not Gonverging locally uniformly to oo is normal,
and there is a c~nvergent subsequence. The Iimit function is univalent or constant.
The geometric equivalent of convergence fn -+ f for ·the images fn(ID) -+ f(lD) was
characterized by Caratheodory and is called .C.aratheodory kernel convergence.
Let P denote the subset of A of_functions p with positive real part that are noi-malized.
by p(O) = 1.
.
A function of the form
l+xz
p(z) =
dJL(X) ,
1 -xz

J

8ID

·93

where p. den.otes a Borel prob~bility measure on 8D, clearly has positive real part,
because the kernel functions have this property. The famous Herglotz Representation
Theorem states that the converse is also true. ·
A compact family which is similar to P is the dass P of functions p normalized by .
p(O) = 1 for which there is some a ER suchthat the real part of ei01 p is positive. The
author deduced the following approximation result fo.r functions p E P from Herglotz's
. Theorem (see [7], Lemma 2.3).

Lemma 1 The functions :pn (n E N) i»ith a representation of the form

Pn(z)

= rr
n

1- YJcZ

,

k=l1- XJcZ

(1)

where

(2)
and

arg Xt

< arg Yt < argx2 < arg Y2 < · · · < arg Xn < arg Yn < arg Xt + 271"

(3)

form a dense subset of P.

2.

Polygons and Schwarz-Christoffel mappings
.

.

Let f E A be continuous in ID and have a Rlemann surface F as image domain whose
boundary consists of a finite number of linear arcs, s~ch that the boundary correspondence 8ID ~ 8F is one-to-one. Then Fis called a polygon. Let F have n vertices of
·inner angles OJc'lr (~ = 1, ... , n) . .Fora bounded.vertex the relation
OJc

>0

(4)

holds. If a. vertex lies at infinity we measure the angle on the Riemann sphere and have

(5)
where O:Jc = 0 isazeroangle which corresponds to two parallel rays of 8F.
Let now X Je be the prevertices, i. e. the preimages under f of the ve~'ices
the ·schwarz-Christoffel formula is the representation

f"
I

/l-k

-(z)
=. -2:E Z -..X'I
where

·

{ (1- a~c)1r
(1 + a~c)1r

2J.Lk11" := .

n

k=l

~

f(x~c).

Then

,. ·

(6)

·

if f(x~c) is bounded
if f(x~c) is unbounded

(7)

denote the out er angles. The formula

(8)
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corresponds in the bounded (univalent) case both to the rule for the. sum of angles in
an n-gon and to the fact that the increment of the tangent direction is exactly 27r when
surrounding the polygon on 8 F one time.
.
.
· On the other band, if f fulfills (6) and (8) with x~e E 810 for ·k = I, ...., n, then the
Riemann i~age surface f (JD) is a polygon.
A functio1_1 f E Ais called convex if it maps1D univalently onto a convex domain.
Therefore 'it is necessary and sufficient that

!"

1 + z f'

E P.

With regard to the Schwarz-Qhristoffel formula, a function is convex if and only if it can
be approximated by convex polygons. Convex polygons have outer angles P.k ~ 0.

3.

Parallel accessible domains and domains convex in some
direction

Functions with domains that are convex in some direction have extensively studied in the
literature, see e. g. [11]- [12], and [2]- [3]. It turned out that the analytic representation
of the family of functions whose ranges are convex in some fixed direction, is rather
difficult ([2] and [1]). On the other hand, if the direction is not fixed, the result is pretty
much simpler [13], and is that which one would expect ([8], p. 297). We will give here
another proof of the result of Royster and Ziegler [13] by a rather general approach that
will enable us to solve some more problems of a similar kind.
A domain Fis said to be convex in the direction ( (( E 8ID) if fot all z E F and
w = z + u(.·E F (u E 1R) the segment

s(z,w)

:=

{tz+ (1-t)wl t

E [0,1]} CF.

A domain Fis said tobe convex in some direction if there is some ( E 8D suchthat F
is convex in the direction (.
We will now give another geometric characterization for those domains that is more
on the lines of [7]. We call a domain F parallel accessible if there is some direction
( E 8ID suchthat the complement of Fis the union

C\F= U/tU Uiu,
teT

(9)

· uEU

where /t are rays that are pairwise parallel having direction ( or -(, iu are lines of
direction (, and T, U are appropdately chosen parameter sets. Here a ray /t has direction
( if
(10)
/t = {zo + v(l v > 0} .
F is called strongly parallel accessible i~ there is a representation of the form (9) such
that all the rays /t are parallel i.n the strong sense (10)' i. e~ if they are not only parallel
but have the same direction, too.
· ·we will show that the notions of convexity in some direction and parallel accessibility
agree. Therefore we utilize
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Lemma 2 Let F be convex in the direction ( . .Then the intersection of each line i of
direction ( with F

(a) is either emp.ty,
(b)

~

an open ray, or

( ~) is an open segment.

The simple proof ·of this Iemma is left to the read~r. It follows

Lemma 3. A plane domain is convex in some direction if and only if it is parallel accessible (in the weak sense}.

"=>" Let F be convex in direction (. We write C = U iu where iu are all the

Proof:

uEU

lines of direction (. So we get a representation

c \ F = U (cc \ F) n iu) .

. (11)

ueU

Now, if for some u EU we have iu n F = 0, then obviously iu C C \ F, and so iu is one
of the representating lines of F corresponding to (9). In the other case, by Lemma 2, iu .
is divided into either two rays, one of them part of F, and the second of the complement
C\F, and so of type 'Yt in (9), or in three parts, one segment lying in F, and two of them
of type 'Yt in (9). Note that the last case produces rays that arenot strongly parallel. So
finally the whole complement of F (11) is written in the form (9).
"<=" If (9) is ·given, then one easily sees that F = U St with (finite or infinite) open
teT

segments

St

of direction (. Therefore clearly F is convex in direction (.

D

Similarly, one gets the following interior domain characterization in the strongly parallel
case.

Lemma 4 A plane domain F is strongly parallel accessible if and only if there is a
direction ( E 8[) such that for each z E F and v > 0 the point z + v( E F.
·Note that this notion for a fixed (was introduced in [2] where also an idea of an analytic
equivalent was given.
We shall now give analytic equivalents of both the strong and the weak notions of
parallel accessibility. First we consider the strongly parallel case.

Theorem 1 A function f E A with f'(O) = 1 is univalent, and f(lD) is stron_gly parallel
accessible, if and only if there is a representation of the form
( 1 - xz) 2 !' = p

for some x E:; 8][) and some function p E
Proof:

J5.

First we observe that both

(i) the functions with a representation of form (12), and
96

(12)

(ii) the domains F that are strongly parallel accessible,
are closed sets with respect to the corresponding topologies, i. e. with respect to loca.Ily uniform and Caratheodory kerne} convergence, respectively, (see e. g. ·[7], proofs of
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
·
Suppose now, f(JD) is strongly parallel accessible. Then by the geometric definition
we have

f(JD) =

{! \ (

U /t U U lu) ·,
tET

(13)

uEU

where /t are strongly parallel rays of direction (, say, lu are lines of direction (, and
T, U are suitably chosen parameter sets that are separable (e. g. C 1R3 ). Choose a dense
subset {tn E Tf nEIN} ofT and define fn by
n

Fn = fn(ID) := (! \

U ttk •

(14)

k=l
V

. Figure 1: The complement of a finite number of strongly parallel rays
It may happen that it is necessary to include some of the lines lu into this procedure. In
the case of a parallel strip, e. g., the complement lmay he considered- to consist only of
lines without rays to appear. In such a case oF contains straight line segments, and we
can produce some rays of direction ( out ofthat line segments.
In either case, we may declare Fn as the complement of n strongly parallel rays such
that Fn---+ F with respect to Caratheodory kernel convergence, and so fn---+ f. Because
of (i) 'it is so enough to show representation (12) for functions satisfying (14).
Observe that fn given by (14) is a Schwarz-Christofrei mapping with n finite vertic~s
at the points Wk =: fn(Yk), say. The interior angle at each.of those hairpin vertices is
27r. The other n vertices alternate with Wk and lie at oo =: fn($k), s;ty. Note that so the
numbers Xk, Yk ·(k = 1, ... , n) fulfill conditions (2) and (3}. ·As ail rays are parallel in the
strong sense, the interior angle at all of those vertices but one is zero whereas at one of
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them the angle is 211", see Figure 1 (where the v.ertex at ·oo of angle 21r lies between wn
and Wt) .
.
So the Schwarz-Christoffel formula yields usirig (7)

~f(z)

-

n . -1/2
n-l
1/2
3/2
-2E . _-2E
_-2
_

k=l Z - Yk

k=l Z -

- t( _1 k=l

Z -

1

Yk

Z -

Xk

Xk

Z -

Xn

)-2 1 .
Z -

Xn

The choice (I) gives a function p;" E P by Lemma 1 as (2) and (3) are fulfilled, and so
an integration gives {12) with x = Xn.
Now suppose,

f

E A has a representation of the form

(12), so that

!" p'
1
-=--2-f' p
z -x

(15)

Then-by Kaplan's argument (5], f is close-to-convex, hence univalent. By (ii) it is enough
to show the geometric property for a dense subfamily. Therefore we may replace p in
{15) by Pn of Lemma 1, and get

~~ = P~ -2~.
fn

Pn

Z- X

-2t
·

1

/2_

k=l Z -

Xk

-2t

-l/!_

k=l Z -

Yk

-·2~,
Z -

{16)

X

where the numbers Xk, Yk alternate with each other on 81D. Observe that fn with a
representation {16) is a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping again {as (8) is satisfied).
V

Figure 2: A polygonal domain with representation {16)
By construction we know a priori that fn is close-to-c~vex, hence univalent, so that
. Fn = fn(ID).represents a univalent polygonal domain. Withou.t loss of generality we may
assume that x is pairwise different from x k and yk ( k = 1, ... , n). Then one sees from
98

(16) that Fn has exactly n finite vertices of angle 21r, and alternately n vertices at oo
of angle zero~ More<?ver there is one more ·vertex at oo of angle 1r.. Figure 2 gives an
example of the situation.
What we have to show is that this kind of polygon satis:fies the geometric description
considered. But this is ·trivially seen as by de:finition all angles at oo are zero, and so
the corresponding rays are strictly parallel. The existence of one vertex at oo of angle
1r Ieads to a half-plane H (see Figure 2) that fully is part of the complement of F, and
may be written as union of lines.
0
The family of functions with a representation of form (12) bad been introduced by
Kaplan {4], and bad lead him to the definit~on of close-to-convex functions [5]. Note that
Theorem 1 shows in particular that this family is linearly invariant ([9] - [10]), a fact
that also may be proved directly (see e. g. [6]). Note that this is not true, e. g., for t.he
family of functions f E A for which f' E P, that is also of considerable interest, so that
here a geometric description of the image domains f(JD) cannot be given.
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is that all functions with a representation (12)
are unbounded. This follows easily from the geometric description given in Lemma 4,
and has a.s a further consequence that none of the level domains (r E (0, 1))

.Fr:= {f(z)

I lzl < r}

of any function f with a representation (12} ·has the same geometrical property, i. e. is
strongly parallel ~ccessible. This results as clearly alllevel domains are bounded, and it
sho1.1:ld be compared with the observation of Hengartner and Schober· [3.] that the level
domains of functions that are convex in some direction do not have to have the same
property.
The family ~f functions convex in some direction· is another linearly invariant family
that we consider now.
·
·

Theorem 2 A function f E A with f'(O) = 1 is univalent, and f(JD) is (weakly) parallel
accessible, if and only if there is a representation of the form

(1- xz)(1- yz)f' = P·
for some x, y E 8ID and some function p E
Proof:

(17)

P.

As in the proof of Theorem 1 we observe that both

(i) the functions with a representation of form (17), and
.

(ii) the domains. F that are weakly parallel accessible,
are closed sets with respect to the corresponding topologies. Herewe must realize in (i)
that x = .Y is allowed, andin (ii) that strongly parallel accessibility is allowed, too.
Suppose now, f(JD) is weakly parallel accessible. If in fact f(JD) is strongly parallel
accessibl~, Theorem 1 applies, and we get a representation of form (17) wit;h x . y. ·
So we may a.ssume now that f(ID) is not strongly parallel accessible, but .parallelity
in both directions ( ~nd -( indeed occurs. Then by the geonietric definition we have
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a representation {I3) with weakly parallel rays /t of directions ( and -(, and lines lu ·
of direction (. For a dense subset {tn E Tl n E IN} ofT define Fn and fn by (14). As
bef6re, include if necessary some of the lines lu into this procedure, such that Fn ~ F
with respect to Caratheodory kernel convergence, and so fn ~ f. Because of (i) it is
then enough to show (17) for functions satisfying (14).
In. the present case, fn is a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping with n finite vertices at the
points Wk =: fn(Yk), say. The interior angle at each of those hairpin vertices is 21r. The
other n vertices alternate with Wk and lie at oo =: fn(xk), say. As _all rays are parallel
in the weak sense, the interior angle at all of those. vertices but two is zero whereas at
two of them the angJe is 1r, see Figure 3.
V

Figure 3: The complement of a finite nurober of weakly parallel rays
So the Schwarz-Christoffel formula yields using (7)

J:(z) = - 2 t -If!__-2
f~

k=I

_ t(
/ k=I

Z -

Yk

t

1/2 -2

k=l

Xk

Z -

1
Z -

-2-1Xj

Z-

Xm

._ ·.

k-:pj,m

I __
Z -

Yk

I_)-.(
Z -

Xk

I_+
Z --"

Xj

I_)
Z -

Xm

The choice {1) gives a function Pn E J5 by Lemma 1 as {2) and {3) are fulfilled, and so
an integration gives {17) with x = Xj and y = Xm·
Nowsuppose,

f

E A has a representation of the form

!"
f'

p'

=

I

(12), so that

1

p- z- x- z- y

(!B)

Then f is close-to-convex, hence univalent, again. By {ii) it is enough to show the
geometric property for a dense subfamily, so we replace p in {15) by Pn of Lemma I, and
_get
=p~ __1___1_=_ 2
..YY:.___ 2 -1/2 _ 2 1/2 _ 2 1/2
(Ig)
f~ Pn . z-:-x z-y
k=t z-xk
k=t z-yk
z-x · z-y '

J:
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where the numbers XJ" Yk alternate with each other on 810. Again fn is a SchwarzChristoffel mapping, a~d we know a priori that fn is univalent, so that Fn = fn (ID)
represents a univalent polygonal domain. Without loss of generality we may assume
that x and y are pairwise different from Xk and Yk (k = 1, ... ,n), and different from each
other (the case x = y was considered in Theor~m 1). Then.one sees from (19) th~t F11
has exactly n finite vertices of angle 21r, and alternately n vertices at oo of angle zero.
Moreover there are. two more vertices at oo of zero angle.
V

Figure 4: A polygonal domain with representation (19)
Figure 4 indicates how the situation Iooks. Again trivially the complement consists of
weakly parallel rays, and the existence of two more vertices at oo ofzero angle 1r Ieads to
two half-planes H 1 ,2 that fully lie in the complement of F, and may be ~ritten as .union
· o
of Iines.
We note that the cont~nt of Theorem 2 was state4 by Pommerenke ([8], p. 297) without
proof (having the results in [11] and compactness in mind). Royster and Ziegler [13]
finally published a proof of the result.

4.

Parallel accessible domains of order

ß

We call a domain F (strongly) parallel accessible of order ß if it is (strongly) pa~allel ·
accessible, and if for each ray 'Yt of the corresponding representation of the complement
(9) the sector St of angle {1- ß)1r whose bisector is 'Yt fully lies in the complement of F.
Similarly as in the case of close-to-convex functions of order ß (see e. g. (7]) we get
the following analytic characterizations.

Theorem 3 Let ß
/{10) i~

~

{0, 1). Then a function f E ·A with f'(O) .= 1 is univalent, and

(a) strongly parallel.accessible of order ß,
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Figure 6: The complement of weakiy parallel sectors
We give the calculc~iions for the case (a). Here we observe that fn given by {20) is a
Schwarz-Christofrei mapping with n finite vertices of interior angle (I+ ß)7r at the points
Wk =: fn(Yk), say. The other n vertices aiternate with Wk and lie at Wk =: fn(xk), say.
Note that so the numbers xk, Yk (k = I, ... , n) fuifill conditions (2) and (3). The interior
angles at Wk ( k = I, ... , n - I) all are (I - ß)1r, whereas one of the vertices, Wn, say,
lies at oo, and has an angle (I + ß)7r, see Figure 5.
So the Schwarz-Christofrei formuia yieids

f~(z)=ßt.(
fn

· ·

k=l

I __
Z -

Yk

I_)-2
Z -

Xk

I_.
Z -

Zn

The choice (I) gives a function Pn e· P by Lemma I as (2) and (3) are fuifilled, and an
integration gives (i) with x =Zn.
· A simiiar calcuiation shows that (b) ~mplies (ii).
Suppose now, one of the analytic conditions (i) or (ii) hoids for f. Then we approximate f with the aid of Lemma 1 by functions fn for which
·

or

!~ =ßp~-~-~=-2t ß/2 -2t -ß/2 -2 I/~- 2 I/~'
fn .

Pn

z-x

z-y

k=t

z-xk

k=t

z-yk

z-x

{22)

z-y

respectively, with values Xk, Yk (k = 1, ... , n) that alternate with each other. In the case
(i) we have the geometric situation of Pigure 7 for which condition (a) easily i~ deduced.
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(b) parallel accessible of order ß,
if and only if there is· a representation of the form

(i) (1- xz) 2 f'

= pß for some x E 8D

(ii) (1 .;_·xz)(1- yz)f'

and some p E P,

= ~ for some x,y E 810

P,

and some p E

respectively.

All families (a),. {b), (i), and (ii) are closed. Suppose first, one of (a) or {b)
holds. Then {13) follows with rays /t that are strongly or weakly parallel, and are such
that for each /t the corresponding symmetric sector St of angle (1 - ß)1r lies in the
complement of f(ID). In this situation· we define

· Proof:

n

Fn

= /n(ID) := ~\ U St~c ·

{20)

k=l

for some dense subset {tn E Tl n E 1N} ofT. In both cases (a) and (b) it turns out that
f {ID) ca~ be approximated by appropriate polygons (20).
V
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. Figure 5: The complement of strongly

par~llel

sectors,

Figure 5 shows the situation (a) whereas Figure 6 shows situation (b) .(where we assume
(a) n~t to ~e satisfied). In both cases the analytic conditions (i) and (ii), respectively,
may be verified as in Theorems 1 and 2 using Lemma 1 (see also [7], Theorem 5.1).
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I·
t:

I•

I

V

Figure 7: A polygonal domain with representation (21)
Therefore one must only observe that the construction given in [7], Theorem 5.2, produces strongly parallel rays.
V

Figure 8: A polygonal domain with

repr~sentation (~~)

A similar examination shows that (b ). follows from (ii), see Figure 8.

0

We remark that for ß ~ 0 the families ·considered shrink to the parallel~strip domain
mappings and the half-plane mappings, respectively. This may be seen either analytically
or geometrically.
For ß = 0 we observe again that no leveldomain has the same geometric property.
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